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1: Books similar to Resurgence (Heritage Universe, #5)
Resurgence has ratings and 7 reviews. Maddalenah said: Okay, I stopped reviewing the individual books and I'm going
to give a review of the entire se.

These are not my favourite Sheffield books. But also entire explanations of in-universe things - though that
might be an issue only because I was reading them back to back, and it would actually would have been useful
if years had passed between a book and another But I have a feeling that some things were repeated inside the
same book. The story also seems kind of lacking in purpose: And yet, I read all five books in less than a
month, and the reading experience was quite enjoyable. Hard Sci-fi for the most part with adventure and some
humor thrown into the mix. I wish I knew if this was how Sheffield planned to end the series or if his untimely
death left it unfinished. I suspect the latter. So much is left unsaid, and a really unsatisfying ending with
regards to the characters themselves. The humorous Ai E. And of course Darya Lang. The scientist who never
stops searching for the truth to the mystery behind the Builders but who unfortunately ends the series debating
who to seduce to get what she wants. That felt out of character to me. Back with us are the characters from
those novels. Crimson Tally an embodied computer, ethical counselor Julian Graves The Orion arm of the
Galaxy had many builder artifacts, none less than 3 million years old, until a new artifact appeared and not too
long afterward all of the artifacts disappeared. It has been two years since the artifacts disappeared, but now a
ship has arrived from the Sagittarius arm. The Chism Polypheme pilot and all the Marglot passengers dead,
but the logs showing a previously unknown set of Bose nodes that will allow a ship to cross the void to the
Sag Arm. Julian Graves rounds up the Hans, Darya, Louis, and Tally from their far flung locations and gets
them to crew a venture to the Sag arm and the Marglot home world. Filling out the crew are five survival
specialists. When they reach the Sag arm they are not in the Marglot system, but in some mysterious system
where the star has gone out and the planets are impossibly cold. There are several different ideas on how to
proceed. They split up and investigate in different groups. The book is written in the same style as the
predecessors. A large veil of mystery with new information being doled out a little at a time. What really
makes it work though are the characters. I love the way that Sheffield has made Rebka and Nenda dislike, but
respect each other. One of many dynamics among the characters.
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2: Heritage Universe
Resurgence (Heritage Universe) [Charles Sheffield] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Even though he has deciphered the ancient mysteries of the huge Artifacts and conquered the warlike Zardalu.

Convergence "book 4" Transvergence - Compilation of books 3 and 4, often listed as a 6th book of the
Heritage Universe. Resurgence "book 5" One common thread between all the books in the series is the
exploration of one or more Builder artifacts. Interestingly, each exploration reveals new and previously
unknown facts about the Builders and leads the characters to speculate about the nature of the Builders and
their current whereabouts. Each book ends with a very different conclusion based upon the newly discovered
evidence. The position seems to entail being assigned an area or problem to solve and then doing whatever
possible to solve the problem. In Summertide , Rebka is sent to the planet Opal to help Maxwell Perry, a
fellow troubleshooter, get out of a long-term funk. During this time, he meets most of the other characters in
the series and experiences the events on Opal and Quake that lead to the discovery of the artifacts Glister and
Serenity in Divergence. During Divergence , Transcendence , and Convergence Rebka and Lang are
romantically involved, though this romance goes on hiatus and is tenuously resolved in Resurgence. Rebka
was born and raised on the planet Teufel, of the Phemus Circle, and is often known to quote the most famous
saying about Teufel, "What sins must a man commit, in how many past lives, to be born on Teufel? Between
Convergence and Resurgence Rebka attempts to overthrow the government of the Phemus Circle because it
allows for the rich aristocracy to survive in extreme comfort. It forces the poor of their planets to face horrible
and nearly unsurvivable circumstances rather than spending their money and effort on attempting to make the
Circle a better place for all. Darya Lang Professor Darya Lang is a renowned researcher and Builder expert
best-known for her work on the Lang Universal Artifact Catalog, the definitive reference on known Builder
artifacts in the Orion arm of the galaxy. During Summertide , Lang has discovered a strange coincidence in the
pattern of modifications occurring in Builder artifacts all over the local spiral arm, which leads her to visit
Quake at the height of the summertide. In Divergence , Lang works with Rebka to explore Glister, which leads
the discover of Serenity, 30, light years above the galactic plane. In Transcendence , after returning to the
Institute, she decides to go with the rest of the team to explore the Torvil Anfract, which turns out to be a
Builder artifact. She then goes to challenge his new theories by exploring Labyrinth itself shortly before it and
all other artifacts in the Orion arm vanish. In Resurgence , Lang joins the others once again to search for
artifacts in the Sagittarius Arm of the galaxy. Despite being a scoundrel, most of his behavior in the books is
respectable, with a few deviations. There exists consistent sexual tension between Nenda and Darya Lang
throughout the books, even while Lang is involved with Rebka. He also owns Kalik as his slave. In the end,
they are "kidnapped" by the new artifact Glister as it moved away from Quake to orbit the gas giant Mandel.
In Divergence , Nenda is instrumental in defeating the Zardalu on the artifact Serenity. In Convergence ,
Nenda and Atvar escape from Genizee with a Zardalu, which they take back to the Fourth Alliance to collect a
reward for finding a live Zardalu specimen, since recent events showed the Zardalu to be alive even though
thought to be extinct. In a search for Lang, Nenda leads a team to explore the Torvil Anfract before it
collapses and takes them to Labyrinth. In Resurgence , Nenda joins the whole team once again to explore
artifacts recently discovered in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy. Crimson Tally Tally is an computer
embodied in a human body. He lacks the circuits required for him to feel excitement and has a low regard for
the continued functioning of his organic shell. Julian Graves A mature, male human. Julian is an Ethical
Councilor of the Fourth Alliance. Many years ago he had his brain cloned and implanted within his own
augmented skull. Over time the clone became self aware and internal conflicts developed. Currently, Julius
and the clone, known as Steven, appear to be cohabiting peacefully and are called Julian. Kallik A mature,
female Hymenopt. Partner and pilot of Louis Nenda.
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3: Charles Sheffield | Open Library
In the fifth novel of the Heritage Universe, the Builders, those aliens who scattered around huge, occasionally useful,
sometimes deadly, artifacts about our part of the galaxy, have competition. Another force is destroying their work and
sucking the heat and life out of entire solar systems.

Convergence "book 4" Transvergence - Compilation of books 3 and 4, often listed as a 6th book of the
Heritage Universe. Resurgence "book 5" One common thread between all the books in the series is the
exploration of one or more Builder artifacts. Interestingly, each exploration reveals new and previously
unknown facts about the Builders and leads the characters to speculate about the nature of the Builders and
their current whereabouts. Each book ends with a very different conclusion based upon the newly discovered
evidence. The position seems to entail being assigned an area or problem to solve and then doing whatever
possible to solve the problem. In Summertide , Rebka is sent to the planet Opal to help Maxwell Perry, a
fellow troubleshooter, get out of a long-term funk. During this time, he meets most of the other characters in
the series and experiences the events on Opal and Quake that lead to the discovery of the artifacts Glister and
Serenity in Divergence. During Divergence , Transcendence , and Convergence Rebka and Lang are
romantically involved, though this romance goes on hiatus and is tenuously resolved in Resurgence. Rebka
was born and raised on the planet Teufel, of the Phemus Circle, and is often known to quote the most famous
saying about Teufel, "What sins must a man commit, in how many past lives, to be born on Teufel? Between
Convergence and Resurgence Rebka attempts to overthrow the government of the Phemus Circle because it
allows for the rich aristocracy to survive in extreme comfort. It forces the poor of their planets to face horrible
and nearly unsurvivable circumstances rather than spending their money and effort on attempting to make the
Circle a better place for all. Darya Lang Professor Darya Lang is a renowned researcher and Builder expert
best known for her work on the Lang Universal Artifact Catalog, the definitive reference on known Builder
artifacts in the Orion arm of the galaxy. During Summertide , Lang has discovered a strange coincidence in the
pattern of modifications occurring in Builder artifacts all over the local spiral arm, which leads her to visit
Quake at the height of the summertide. In Divergence , Lang works with Rebka to explore Glister, which leads
the discover of Serenity, 30, light years above the galactic plane. In Transcendence , after returning to the
Institute, she decides to go with the rest of the team to explore the Torvil Anfract, which turns out to be a
Builder artifact. She then goes to challenge his new theories by exploring Labyrinth itself shortly before it and
all other artifacts in the Orion arm vanish. In Resurgence , Lang joins the others once again to search for
artifacts in the Sagittarius Arm of the galaxy. Despite being a scoundrel, most of his behavior in the books is
respectable, with a few deviations. There exists consistent sexual tension between Nenda and Darya Lang
throughout the books, even while Lang is involved with Rebka. He also owns Kalik as his slave. In the end,
they are "kidnapped" by the new artifact Glister as it moved away from Quake to orbit the gas giant Mandel.
In Divergence , Nenda is instrumental in defeating the Zardalu on the artifact Serenity. In Convergence ,
Nenda and Atvar escape from Genizee with a Zardalu, which they take back to the Fourth Alliance to collect a
reward for finding a live Zardalu specimen, since recent events showed the Zardalu to be alive even though
thought to be extinct. In a search for Lang, Nenda leads a team to explore the Torvil Anfract before it
collapses and takes them to Labyrinth. In Resurgence , Nenda joins the whole team once again to explore
artifacts recently discovered in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy. Crimson Tally Tally is a computer embodied
in a human body. He lacks the circuits required for him to feel excitement and has a low regard for the
continued functioning of his organic shell. Julian Graves A mature, male human. Julian is an Ethical
Councilor of the Fourth Alliance. Many years ago he had his brain cloned and implanted within his own
augmented skull. Over time the clone became self aware and internal conflicts developed. Currently, Julius
and the clone, known as Steven, appear to be cohabiting peacefully and are called Julian. Kallik A mature,
female Hymenopt. Partner and pilot of Louis Nenda.
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4: Resurgence: A Novel of the Heritage Universe | Bookshare
The third book in Sheffield's Heritage Universe series (Convergent Series; Transvergence) further explores the
magnificent artifacts and philosophy of the omnipotent Builders, but too many stock.

Convergence "book 4" Transvergence - Compilation of books 3 and 4, often listed as a 6th book of the
Heritage Universe. Resurgence "book 5" One common thread between all the books in the series is the
exploration of one or more Builder artifacts. Each exploration reveals new and previously unknown facts
about the Builders and leads the characters to speculate about the nature of the Builders and their current
whereabouts. Each book ends with a very different conclusion based upon the newly discovered evidence. The
position seems to entail being assigned an area or problem to solve and then doing whatever possible to solve
the problem. In Summertide , Rebka is sent to the planet Opal to help Maxwell Perry, a fellow troubleshooter,
get out of a long-term funk. During this time, he meets most of the other characters in the series and
experiences the events on Opal and Quake that lead to the discovery of the artifacts Glister and Serenity in
Divergence. During Divergence , Transcendence , and Convergence Rebka and Lang are romantically
involved, though this romance goes on hiatus and is tenuously resolved in Resurgence. Rebka was born and
raised on the planet Teufel, of the Phemus Circle, and is often known to quote the most famous saying about
Teufel, "What sins must a man commit, in how many past lives, to be born on Teufel? Between Convergence
and Resurgence Rebka attempts to overthrow the government of the Phemus Circle because it allows for the
rich aristocracy to survive in extreme comfort. It forces the poor of their planets to face horrible and nearly
unsurvivable circumstances rather than spending their money and effort on attempting to make the Circle a
better place for all. Darya Lang[ edit ] Professor Darya Lang is a renowned researcher and Builder expert best
known for her work on the Lang Universal Artifact Catalog, the definitive reference on known Builder
artifacts in the Orion Arm of the galaxy. During Summertide , Lang has discovered a strange coincidence in
the pattern of modifications occurring in Builder artifacts all over the local spiral arm, which leads her to visit
Quake at the height of the summertide. In Divergence , Lang works with Rebka to explore Glister, which leads
the discover of Serenity, 30, light years above the galactic plane. In Transcendence , after returning to the
Institute, she decides to go with the rest of the team to explore the Torvil Anfract, which turns out to be a
Builder artifact. She then goes to challenge his new theories by exploring Labyrinth itself shortly before it and
all other artifacts in the Orion Arm vanish. In Resurgence , Lang joins the others once again to search for
artifacts in the Sagittarius Arm of the galaxy. Despite being a scoundrel, most of his behavior in the books is
respectable, with a few deviations. There exists consistent sexual tension between Nenda and Darya Lang
throughout the books, even while Lang is involved with Rebka. He also owns Kalik as his slave. In the end,
they are "kidnapped" by the new artifact Glister as it moved away from Quake to orbit the gas giant
Gargantua. In Divergence , Nenda is instrumental in defeating the Zardalu on the artifact Serenity. In
Convergence , Nenda and Atvar escape from Genizee with a Zardalu, which they take back to the Fourth
Alliance to collect a reward for finding a live Zardalu specimen, since recent events showed the Zardalu to be
alive even though thought to be extinct. In a search for Lang, Nenda leads a team to explore the Torvil Anfract
before it collapses and takes them to Labyrinth. In Resurgence , Nenda joins the whole team once again to
explore artifacts recently discovered in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy. She is reputed to be the equal of
Darya Lang in her expertise regarding Builder artifacts and as ruthless as Nenda in her dealings with other
sentients. Crimson Tally[ edit ] Tally is a computer embodied in a human body. He lacks the circuits required
for him to feel excitement and has a low regard for the continued functioning of his organic shell. Julian
Graves[ edit ] A mature, male human. Julian is an Ethical Councilor of the Fourth Alliance. Many years ago
he had his brain cloned and implanted within his own augmented skull. Over time the clone became self-aware
and internal conflicts developed. Currently, Julius and the clone, known as Steven, appear to be cohabiting
peacefully and are called Julian. Kallik[ edit ] A mature, female Hymenopt. Partner and pilot of Louis Nenda.
Kallik is every bit the intellectual equal of the other sentient beings in the novel.
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5: Resurgence definition/meaning
The Paperback of the Resurgence (Heritage Universe Series #6) by Charles Sheffield at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more!

Convergence "book 4" Transvergence - Compilation of books 3 and 4, often listed as a 6th book of the
Heritage Universe. Resurgence "book 5" One common thread between all the books in the series is the
exploration of one or more Builder artifacts. Each exploration reveals new and previously unknown facts
about the Builders and leads the characters to speculate about the nature of the Builders and their current
whereabouts. Each book ends with a very different conclusion based upon the newly discovered evidence. The
position seems to entail being assigned an area or problem to solve and then doing whatever possible to solve
the problem. In Summertide , Rebka is sent to the planet Opal to help Maxwell Perry, a fellow troubleshooter,
get out of a long-term funk. During this time, he meets most of the other characters in the series and
experiences the events on Opal and Quake that lead to the discovery of the artifacts Glister and Serenity in
Divergence. During Divergence , Transcendence , and Convergence Rebka and Lang are romantically
involved, though this romance goes on hiatus and is tenuously resolved in Resurgence. Rebka was born and
raised on the planet Teufel, of the Phemus Circle, and is often known to quote the most famous saying about
Teufel, "What sins must a man commit, in how many past lives, to be born on Teufel? Between Convergence
and Resurgence Rebka attempts to overthrow the government of the Phemus Circle because it allows for the
rich aristocracy to survive in extreme comfort. It forces the poor of their planets to face horrible and nearly
unsurvivable circumstances rather than spending their money and effort on attempting to make the Circle a
better place for all. Darya Lang Professor Darya Lang is a renowned researcher and Builder expert best known
for her work on the Lang Universal Artifact Catalog, the definitive reference on known Builder artifacts in the
Orion Arm of the galaxy. During Summertide , Lang has discovered a strange coincidence in the pattern of
modifications occurring in Builder artifacts all over the local spiral arm, which leads her to visit Quake at the
height of the summertide. In Divergence , Lang works with Rebka to explore Glister, which leads the discover
of Serenity, 30, light years above the galactic plane. In Transcendence , after returning to the Institute, she
decides to go with the rest of the team to explore the Torvil Anfract, which turns out to be a Builder artifact.
She then goes to challenge his new theories by exploring Labyrinth itself shortly before it and all other
artifacts in the Orion Arm vanish. In Resurgence , Lang joins the others once again to search for artifacts in
the Sagittarius Arm of the galaxy. Despite being a scoundrel, most of his behavior in the books is respectable,
with a few deviations. There exists consistent sexual tension between Nenda and Darya Lang throughout the
books, even while Lang is involved with Rebka. He also owns Kalik as his slave. In the end, they are
"kidnapped" by the new artifact Glister as it moved away from Quake to orbit the gas giant Gargantua. In
Divergence , Nenda is instrumental in defeating the Zardalu on the artifact Serenity. In Convergence , Nenda
and Atvar escape from Genizee with a Zardalu, which they take back to the Fourth Alliance to collect a reward
for finding a live Zardalu specimen, since recent events showed the Zardalu to be alive even though thought to
be extinct. In a search for Lang, Nenda leads a team to explore the Torvil Anfract before it collapses and takes
them to Labyrinth. In Resurgence , Nenda joins the whole team once again to explore artifacts recently
discovered in the Sagittarius arm of the galaxy. She is reputed to be the equal of Darya Lang in her expertise
regarding Builder artifacts and as ruthless as Nenda in her dealings with other sentients. Crimson Tally Tally
is a computer embodied in a human body. He lacks the circuits required for him to feel excitement and has a
low regard for the continued functioning of his organic shell. Julian Graves A mature, male human. Julian is
an Ethical Councilor of the Fourth Alliance. Many years ago he had his brain cloned and implanted within his
own augmented skull. Over time the clone became self-aware and internal conflicts developed. Currently,
Julius and the clone, known as Steven, appear to be cohabiting peacefully and are called Julian. Kallik A
mature, female Hymenopt. Partner and pilot of Louis Nenda. Kallik is every bit the intellectual equal of the
other sentient beings in the novel. Archimedes An immature, male Zardalu. Slave of Louis Nenda with an
intense fear of disemboweling. Ben Blesh A mature, male Human. First appeared in Resurgence. Sinara
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Bellstock A mature, female Human. Lara Quistner A mature, female Human. Teri Dahl A mature, female
Human. Torran Veck A mature, male Human. Races Builders Are responsible for constructing over a
thousand artifacts, to be exact, in our galactic arm. The purpose and function of these artifacts, some light
years in size, remain undetermined. The Builders are believed to have originated in a gas giant, likely
Gargantua. Cecropians An invertebrate, they cannot see, lack eyes and are rather large in comparison to other
species in the spiral arm. Their cloudy home planet orbits a red dwarf star. Long lived, they can get drunk on
hard radiation. Physically, they resemble a nine foot long muscular helix, with one eye, a mouth and 5
three-fingered hands located on one side. Prized for their fur. Workers are sold as slaves. Their females have
never been seen and are presumed smarter and larger than the males. Occasionally their civilization collapses,
due to memetic plagues. They are omnivores and are very aggressive. They are also very strong and once
dominated the spiral arm where humans now live. After years of making modifications Lewis had made the
Have it All into a luxurious yet combat-worthy vessel. He had added wood and brass fittings in the cabins,
weapon ports, a robodoc of alien manufacture, and highly accurate, external sensors. At the end of Resurgence
the Have it All was severely stripped down in order for the characters to escape the dying planet Marglot. The
current location of the Have it All is not known. It is equipped with its own sensors, drive, Bose Node transfer
capability, and autochef. The last known location of the No Regrets was inside of a colossal Builder Artifact
shaped like a hollow sphere. However, Hans Rebka theorized that it might have organic components. The
Pride of Orion is capable of subdividing itself into six self-contained interstellar vessels. Additionally, it
carries two pinnaces for extra vehicular activity. The Pride of Orion is not especially large when fully
integrated, but due to its compartmental nature it has scores of chambers which may be used for privacy or
meetings. The central data bank monitors occupancy of all chambers at all times. Besides its internal sensors,
the Pride of Orion has an external sensor package which included synthetic aperture radar, bolometers, mass
detectors and visual sensors. It appears that no effort was spared to make the crew comfortable. Artificial
gravity is provided throughout and there are several autochefs aboard. The last known location of the Pride of
Orion was within an unnamed star system in the Sagittarius Arm. The Tally-ho was named and crewed by E.
The last known location of the Tally-ho was 50 meters away from a Builder Artifact in an unnamed star
system in the Sagittarius Arm. It was equipped with its own sensors, drive, Bose Node transfer capability, and
autochef. The Savior was well equipped for surface exploration, as well as operations in outer space. It
contained two wheeled ground vehicles as well as sleds and environmental protection suits. It also had the
same types of sensors as the Pride of Orion. The Savior was completely destroyed on Iceworld. Builder
Artifacts Builder artifacts cover a bewildering plethora of structures, mostly freespace. Darya Lang discovers
several unrecgonised artifacts.
6: Charles Sheffield - Wikipedia
Resurgence by Charles Sheffield, March 30, , Baen edition, Mass Market Paperback in English.

7: Resurgence (Heritage Universe) by Charles Sheffield | LibraryThing
Best books like Resurgence: #1 Immortality Option #2 Fortress (Tom Kelly, #2) #3 The Rise of the Terran Empire
(Technic Civilization 3) #4 The Trouble w.

8: Resurgence (Heritage Universe, #5) by Charles Sheffield
Get this from a library! Resurgence: a novel of the heritage universe. [Charles Sheffield; Bob Eggleton] -- Even though
he has conquered the warlike Zardalu, Hans Rebka is faced with yet another challenge when a mysterious force begins
destroying stellar systems, forcing Rebka and his band of humans and.

9: Resurgence (Heritage Universe) (March 30, edition) | Open Library
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Resurgence by Charles Sheffield. The novel "Resurgence" by Charles Sheffield was published for the first time in It's the
fifth book of the Heritage universe and is the sequel of "Convergence".
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